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As a child, we yearned for the mountains from hearing stories from great explorations and first ascents around the world. Our parents gave us a closer look to the
mountains while walking around in the Alps. We started climbing in a gym, learned
the first knots, made our first vertical meters at a crag and slowly evolved into all
round mountaineers. Classical rock routes, north faces in the Alps, the spires of
Patagonia, big walls in Yosemite, Greenland and the Buggaboos or giants in Alaska,
Peru or the Himalaya. We gathered an impressive list of ascents and stories from
around the world.
After roughly a decade of climbing existing routes we feel it’s the right time to travel
to a remote Himalayan region to attempt an unclimbed giant. It is time to make a
first ascent…

Up: Map of North India with a + at Barnaj location.
Left: The Kistwar Himalayas
Photo: Mick Fowler

Barnaj I:
In search of an interesting unclimbed mountain, the 6250 meter high Barnaj I caught our attention.
Barnaj I is located in the North Eastern Kistwar Himalaya’s, India. The mountain is situated 3 days
travelling from the well-known Ladakh city called Leh.
The region was probably visited for the first time by Western climbers in 1970’s. Barnaj II, the neighbouring mountain is first climbed in 1977. Due to the political instability in the Ladakh/Kashmir
region, access to these remote valleys is often denied and visits are rare.
Information about this valley is sparse. Thanks to Google Earth and some pictures, our attention
fell on the north face of Barnaj I. We hope to find and climb an interesting line through this massive
buttress of ice, mixed and rock. Because not only the summit but the way to and how is even more
important to us, we will try to climb this mountain as one team, in one upward push (alpine style).
Climbing such a mountain for the first time is still a world-class achievement. Needles to say, to
Belgian standards, nobody ever attempted such an object. We take in account that a possible success is under the influence of the weather and conditions. That’s why we are also taking a look into
interesting alternatives accessible from the same valley. Within the same distance from our expected
basecamp we can get a try on the easier unclimbed 5980m high Chiring or repeat one of the two
lines on Hagshu that won the piolet d’or this year.
It took only a short call to find our 3 headed strong team and set the date. This autumn, from September 12 until October 18 of 2015, we will travel to the Kishtwar Himalaya, aiming for our biggest
goal ever!

Barnaj II and Barnaj I with an impressive possibility
marked trough its north face.
Photo: Marko Prezelj
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The Team:
Finding a strong partnership was no big deal. We all loved the mountains from a young age. What started as a normal walk quickly turned in daily
hikes and evolved into climbing. Training in a local climbing gym, exploring climbing crags, pushing trough in the alpine environment. The Mount
Coach project we all followed and the journeys we made formed the base of our strong friendship. The climbs we did with other partners and personal interests we followed gave each his personal niche and touch. It is this mixture that gives us our strength and chance to a successful ascent of
the north face of Barnaj
It will for sure be the apotheosis of our climbing life so far and given the team members, it will be hell lot of fun to go out and suffer in places no one
has ever suffered before!
Sam Van Brempt, 30
A remarkable all round mountaineer with an impressive list of climbs. Living and working in Belgium trying to spend as
much of his free time in the mountains. Exploring mountain ranges around the world he soon discovered he feels at his
best on altitude in snow or ice. Besides the climbers approach to the mountains, he has a remarkable photo- and cinematographic eye to capture the whole adventure. It will not be the first time he comes back with exclusive eye-catching
footage.
A selection of previous climbs: Khan Tengri - Northwest Ridge, Denali - West Buttress, Cerro Torre - Ragni - Mt HunterMoonflower Buttress, Eiger - North Face Heckmaier route

Nelson Neirinck, 27
-

After finishing his studies roughly a year ago, Nelson started traveling around in his van. Spending almost every minute in
the mountains, he probably had the most active year of us all. A strong climber comfortable in every type of terrain. If our
route gets too hard or the conditions get too cold that aid climbing tactics come in the game, he will probably be the first
asking to get up.

-

A selection of previous climbs: Alpamayo - French Direct, Churup - Southwest face, Les Droites - Ginat , Aiguille Du Midi Frendo Spur, Mont Blanc du Tacul - Supercouloir

Kivik Francois, 24
The youngest member in our team is catching up very fast in terms of climbing experience. Living in Servoz (Chamonix
area, France), Kivik has the mountains at his doorstep. Besides from Tim, Kivik also has an exceptional strength on rock.

-

A selection of previous climbs: Fitz Roy - Supercanaleta, El Capitan - West Face, Mt Whitney - East
Face, Mont Blanc - Innominata Ridge

-
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Expedition Costs:
It is no surprise that this kind of expedition has a high price tag. The costs for a
team of 3 can easily run up to 20.000 euro. For this reason we need you to help us
realize this expedition.
We are looking for partners who are capable to provide us with financial or material support.
		

Flights
Trekking & Basecamp support
Permits
Cargo and excess baggage transport
Additional unexpected travel costs
Energy and expedition foods
New material and basecamp equipment

1.800 - 2.400
6.000 - 7.500
1.000 – 1.400
200 - 600
400 - 1.000
300 – 900
2.500 - 6.000

Total

12.500 – 19.800

Some posters from lectures we gave

Return:
Your brand or organization that will give us financial or material support will off course get something in return! Besides exploring unknown terrain,
we are more than willing to share our experiences and images with the big public. Every single one of us passionately love photo-, cinematography and
storytelling. We will put a lot of energy shooting breathtaking footage of our preparations, our journey through India to base camp, as well as the hard
climbing itself.
Take a look at our exposure possibilities from the previous years and know that you can be part of our adventure:
- We write articles, trip reports and give intervieuw on, for different websites, blogs, magazines and newspapers.
http://www.itsaplayground.com
http://www.mountcoach.be
http://francoiskivik.wordpress.com
http://www.itsaplayground.com/press/
- We make short movies about our adventures, some of which were already screened at our lectures, film festivals and can be viewed online:
Attempt To Succeed, https://vimeo.com/87395294 Dutch Mountain Film Festival 2014 Selection
As good as Japan, https://vimeo.com/52498676 Freeride Film Festival 2012 Selection
- We give about 8 lectures each year in Belgium and the Netherlands about our climbing expeditions.
- We are operating on our personal social media accounts as Facebook and Instagram, as well as groups we are operating on:
https://www.facebook.com/mountcoach
https://www.facebook.com/ItsAPlayground
In return for your kind support, you can expect the visibility of your brand name and image. Subtle yet consistent, we will make publicity for the brand
through our expedition reports and our own pictures. In every action relating to the publicity of our trip we clearly mention our sponsors. We are also
open to new ideas and opportunities to collaborate. Hope to hear from you!
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Some picture from last years:
Kivik Climbing the Inominata Ridge on Mont Blanc, France; Tim on the
Headwall of Cerro Torre, Patagonia; Nelson in Fissura della disperation at Val
de l’orco, Italy; Kivik on the summit of Fitz Roy, Patagonia; Sam starting
on the Shaft pitch of Mount Hunter’s Moonflower Buttress, Alaska; Maxime
and Nelson climbing the Ferrari route on Alpamayo, Peru; Tim in the Crux of
Nalumertorsuaq, Greenland; Tim topping out on the Matterhorn North Face,
Switserland; Sam leading through the last rock on Mount Hunters Moonflower Buttress, Alaska
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